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ABOUT THIS
REPORT 
We are proud to present this report
outlining Social Initiative’s impact
over the past 20 years. You can
find more information on our
website: www.socialinitiative.se.

http://www.socialinitiative.se/


Caroline Cederlöf and Pernilla Bard 

LETTER FROM
THE FOUNDERS 
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We founded Social Initiative when the world
was a very different place than today. The
Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) framework was not yet invented and
there were no sustainability reports.
Corporate philanthropic engagement – where
it existed – was mostly limited to providing
funding to an ad hoc charity. And hardly any
Swedes had heard the term social
entrepreneurship. 

By starting Social Initiative, we challenged
the status quo and broke new ground,
building on what we had seen in our previous
careers. We knew that given the right tools
and support, local social entrepreneurs could
scale their innovative solutions and tackle
some of the most pressing challenges in
society. They could empower society’s most
vulnerable people to improve their lives. We
sensed that corporates wanted to contribute
to society in a more strategic and engaging
way and that their business would benefit
from doing so.
 
We are immensely proud of the changes that
we have jointly contributed to, directly
impacting over 1,3 million people and
creating opportunities for many, many more.
Partnerships between committed and long-
term social entrepreneurs, corporates,
philanthropists, and our dedicated team at
Social Initiative have had a great impact. 

We started with one company – Carnegie
Investment Bank – and one social
entrepreneur – Bina Lashkhari of Door Step
School – both of whom we still partner with.
As of 2022 Social Initiative has partnered
with 66 corporates and families and 37 social
entrepreneurs in seven countries. We are
proud to share our impact in this report.

Today, poverty is increasing in the world
again for the first time since the 1990s. We
are also experiencing the climate crisis,
impacting everyone but especially the
poorest in the poorest countries. Before and
certainly after the Covid-19 pandemic, there
is a global learning crisis. 

The time is now to meet these challenges.
The last 20 years have proven that our
community is committed and ready. While the
sector has evolved, we can and should
challenge ourselves to experiment again. 

Whether you are a long-term partner to us, or
you are new to our community, we hope that
you will join us in creating even more
partnerships for change.



Corporate & Philanthropic partners 

Social Entrepreneurs

20 YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP

About Social Initiative
Social Initiative supports social entrepreneurs who solve
societal challenges in an innovative and efficient way. In
partnership with companies and philanthropists, we
contribute with capital and knowledge to strengthen and scale
up their work. Together, we contribute to a positive and
measurable impact.

From the very beginning, partnership was at the
heart of Social Initiative’s model for change. We
develop and facilitate partnerships between
social entrepreneurs, companies and
philanthropists, bringing together our combined
set of skills, experiences and resources to have
the greatest possible impact on society.

Search and selection to identify the best
social entrepreneur partners 
Measure, analyse and report progress
Future-proof the social entrepreneurs for
scale 
Engage company employees and families

Social Initiative’s main role in the partnerships
includes:
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Passion

Reliability

Ethics Drive

Relevance - are they doing the right thing?
Is the solution innovative and a
complement to what others are doing?

Efficiency - are they doing it the right way?
Do they have a proven track record with
positive and documented impact and are
they cost effective?

Governance - is the organisation reliable?

Financials - does the organisation have a
sound financial situation?                            

We assess potential organisations run by social
entrepreneurs through the following lenses: 

  

How we select social entrepreneurs 
In order to have the greatest possible impact,
we invest in what works: social
entrepreneurs with a proven model, and
excellent track record who are ready to
expand. The rigorous Social Initiative search
and selection process has enabled us to
identify the most promising social
entrepreneurs over the past 20 years.

WHAT DO WE LOOK FOR IN A SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR?

85%

In Social Initiative's model, social entrepreneurs
are the drivers of change. In addition to being
passionate and driven, they possess high levels
of expertise, local knowledge and
understanding, which enables them to create
innovative solutions for system-level change. 
 
Social entrepreneurs are similar to commercial
entrepreneurs, but are driven by their passion
to solve societal challenges instead of
maximising profit. Our social entrepreneur
partners run non-profit organisations, or limited
companies with a clear and overarching social
and/or environmental goal.

of our social
entrepreneur
partners have scaled
their work

Social entrepreneur
partnerships
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Do they have stable financing from
different revenue sources?

Is their annual report audited by a
reputable auditing firm? Are they governed
by an experienced board?



receive similar support from any other
partner. They particularly appreciate the
long-term nature of our commitment and
our understanding of local conditions and
ways of working.¹

40% of our social entrepreneur
partners claim they do not

100%
say that Social Initiative's support has a
"significant" or "crucial" positive impact on
their organisation's development.¹

Social Initiative Impact Report 5¹ Based on an anonymous survey with 13
current and previous social entrepreneur
partners.

Social Initiative is a key integral part
of the centre - especially when it
comes to results measurement. I
believe no other funder equally does
what Social Initiative does.¹

The partnership has contributed
significantly to the growth of our
organisation and helped to make
positive steps forward.¹

Impact measurement
Strategic advice
Scaling up
Piloting new initiatives

How we add value to social
entrepreneurs 
Social Initiative is an active and long-term
partner to our social entrepreneurs. In
addition to the financial support, we provide
expertise to future-proof their organisations
for scale. Being on top of the issues faced by
the social entrepreneurs allows us to tailor
this support, making it relevant for each
organisation. 

The social entrepreneurs we partner with
affirm that Social Initiative’s expertise has
been especially important in the areas of: 

of our social
entrepreneur partners 



Corporate partnerships

In partnership with each company, Social
Initiative creates a social engagement which
aligns with the company’s core business,
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG),
sustainability agenda, and values.

Social Initiative provides regular updates
from their social engagements including
impact data, film and stories, in order for the
company and its employees to understand
the difference they are contributing to. 
 
Most companies are interested in engaging
current and future employees, but some fail
to find the time and consistency to do so.

Companies therefore find it valuable that
Social Initiative plan, execute and engage
employees in various activities. Some of the
most appreciated activities are interactions
with the social entrepreneur(s) and on-site
visits to see the work first-hand.

Carnegie Investment Bank creates
engagement among employees
By encouraging employees in all its
offices (Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Finland, UK and USA) to participate and
contribute to the work of their social
entrepreneur partners, Carnegie raises
funds, awareness and engagement.
 

Every year, about 70% of the employees
engage in various activities powered by
Social Initiative and a team at Carnegie
Investment Bank. 
 

In 2022, we arranged an exercise
challenge to support the URDT Girls'
School in Uganda. Students at the school
usually work out at 05:30 am every
morning. For the challenge, they shared
videos of their exercises with Carnegie
employees. Employees tracked their daily
activities in an app: the more they moved,
the quicker they would reach the school
in western Uganda on a digital map.

I am proud that about 70% of Carnegie
employees are actively involved to contribute
to the work of the social entrepreneurs we
are supporting in India and Uganda in
partnership with Social Initiative. 
It is a long-term commitment which brings
employees together for a bigger cause – to
enable children and youth from poor
backgrounds to improve their own future.

Björn Jansson, CEO
Carnegie Investment Bank
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Fagerhult contributes to a brighter
future in rural Tanzania
Fagerhult is a multinational company
which develops and manufactures
lighting solutions for offices, schools,
hospitals, retailers and outdoor spaces.
In order to align the social engagement
to Fagerhult's core business, Social
Initiative evaluated and suggested Solar
Sister in Tanzania as a partner. 

Solar Sister sells solar lights to
underserved people living in off-grid
villages, through female entrepreneurs. 
A core team from Fagerhult visits the
entrepreneurs on-site every year.
Through this partnership, Fagerhult
contributes to a brighter, more
sustainable and equitable future by
spreading solar-powered lights.



Social Initiative guides individuals to find their
passion and area of interest when shaping
their philanthropic journey. Social Initiative
ensures that the philanthropist’s engagement
is allocated towards an area that fills a need
and complements what is already being
done.

Once we have selected the most promising
social entrepreneurs, we meet
philanthropists individually to share updates,
measure impact and share data, film and
stories.

Some of our philanthropic partners choose to
engage actively, contributing with their
knowledge, engaging with the social
entrepreneur or visiting their activities on-
site. 

Philanthropic partnerships

We have been engaged in various
organisations through our foundation for
many years. What differentiates our
engagement with Social Initiative is that we
get regular updates with clear information on
how our contribution has been used and the
impact our support has contributed to.

Ulla Persson, 
Adiutor Foundation
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Others are happy to be updated on the
progress and discuss any challenges that may
come up in the often difficult work of the social
entrepreneurs.

Joining hands in Social Initiative
Educate Girls
In 2017, we created the first Social
Initiative Educate Girls programme,
where 15 families pooled their
resources to support three
organisations in Kenya and Uganda,
enabling more girls to attend and
complete high school. 

Due to the success of this initiative
and an urgent need for more girls to
access and complete high school,
two other Educate Girls initiatives
are now operating with additional
philanthropic partner families.



Our theory of change guides Social Initiative
towards achieving our impact goal: to
empower more underserved persons in East
Africa, India and Sweden to transform their
lives and societies.

Assessing impact has been at the core of
Social Initiative’s work since the start. It has
been essential in our search and selection as
well as in following-up, analysing and
reporting the progress of our partnerships.

According to the framework Theory of
Change, the definition of impact is change
that has taken place as a result of one’s
activities, and would not have taken place
otherwise. There are vast numbers of
organisations working towards achieving the
same impact goal(s) and it is very difficult for
a single organisation to take full credit.
Therefore, we have chosen to present Social
Initiative’s impact by focusing on outcomes.

In order to assess our medium-term outcomes
— in learning, health, income-generation,
empowerment and environment for target
population — we have developed key
performance indicators (KPIs) with each social
entrepreneur, reflecting the work that they do. 

Tailoring KPIs to each organisation enables
them to measure and report what is relevant
to them. However, aggregating data for Social
Initiative becomes a challenge. 

When presenting our impact in this report, we
have therefore chosen to share some cases
with outcomes achieved by specific social
entrepreneurs. The exception being that within
the field of education in Kenya, where we have
aggregated the social entrepreneurs'
outcomes, as their work is similar to one
another.

IMPACT

Empowering
more

underserved
persons in
East Africa,
India and
Sweden to
transform

their lives and
societies.

result
measurement 
strategic advice

Active
partnerships with
companies and
philanthropists 

Social Initiative
provides funding
to social
entrepreneurs .

Social Initiative
provides expertise
to social
entrepreneurs in: 

OUTPUT SHORT TERM
OUTCOMES

operations  
result
measurement
fundraising

Increased number
of corporate and 
philanthropic
partnerships .

Increased number
of social
entrepreneur
partnerships .

Social
entrepreneurs
improve: 

MEDIUM TERM 
OUTCOMES

Social
entrepreneurs
have scaled and
reach more
underserved
people in East
Africa, India and
Sweden .

Improved
outcomes in
learning, health,
income-
generation,
empowerment
and environment
for target
population.

How we measure social
impact
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20 YEARS OF IMPACT



1 355 000
individuals directly
impacted
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6 average length of 
our partnerships

YEARS 

66 corporate and
philanthropic
partners

37 social
entrepreneurs



Sweden
7 Social entrepreneurs 

The Baltics 
8 Social entrepreneurs in
Latvia and Lithuania 

India
9 Social entrepreneurs 

East Africa 
13 Social
entrepreneurs
in Kenya,
Uganda and
Tanzania

37 SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS  
IN 7 COUNTRIES 
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) we address



URDT Girls' School, Uganda

Young girls lead their families out of poverty
URDT Girls' School (URDT) is a boarding school for
girls from poor backgrounds in rural Uganda. On
top of the academic curriculum, they train girls to
become "change agents" and lead their families
out of poverty. As most of the families own small
plots of land, girls learn how to grow higher yield
crops, which they can sell to increase their
families’ income.

The family draws a vision together 
Every time a new class starts, the girls’ parents are
invited to the school to envision the home they
would like to have. They are guided on how to set
up a 5-year action plan to achieve this vision. This
usually includes having a permanent house
instead of a house made of clay, and enabling all
children to complete school.

Together with Social Initiative, URDT has
developed its monitoring of the progress made in
the families’ homes. Today, URDT monitors this
progress annually, and is able to measure the
outcome of its program over the years, for each
class.

END POVERTY

Widespread poverty in Uganda
Over 70% of the population in Uganda lives in
rural areas and subsistence farming is the main
source of income for almost half of the working
population. According to UNICEF, nearly half of
Ugandan households experienced
multidimensional poverty in 2020. Education
levels are low, with less than 1 in 3 enrolling in
secondary school.²

9 social entrepreneurs directly
address SDG 1

² Household survey (2019-20)
³ Progress made in the 30 families of girls who
started URDT in 2014.

Permanent houses 
Income over 250 €/year

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

100 

75 

50 

25 

0 

Increase in income and permanent
housing for URDT families since

2013³ (%) 
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entrepreneurs when it comes to creating
innovative and sustainable solutions for
poverty reduction. Over the last 30 years,
Musheshe has developed Uganda Rural
Development and Training Programme
(URDT) into an influential driver for positive
change in western Uganda, following the
motto: “Awakening the sleeping genius in
each of us”.

Social entrepreneur Mwalimu
Musheshe is one of Uganda’s
most prominent social 

% families 



150 000
people reached

x2

98 %

Major health challenges in Sub-Saharan
Africa
According to the UN, children in Sub-Saharan
Africa are over 15 times more likely to die before
the age of 5 than children in high-income
countries. At the same time, 94% of all maternal
deaths occur in low and lower middle-income
countries.

Lwala Community Alliance,
Kenya 

Improving the health care system in rural
Kenya
Lwala uses a bottom-up, community-led
approach combined with university-backed
research to tackle maternal and child health
challenges in rural areas. Key to their method is
the recruitment and training of Community
Health Workers in combination with activities to
strengthen the government health care facilities
and influencing the wider health care system. 

Expanding the model
Lwala first tested its model in Rongo sub-county
in Migori county. There they managed to achieve
a reduction of under 5 mortality to 29.5/1,000
compared to a regional rate of 81/1,000. 

Lwala is now on a track to expand their model to
all of Migori, serving a population of over 1
million. Social Initiative and its partners have
supported the scaling up of Lwala's model since
2019.

ENSURE HEALTHY LIVES

12 social entrepreneurs
directly address SDG 3

Since 2019, Lwala has contributed
to:

Increased
immunisation rates
from 75% to 95%

Increased skilled
delivery rates from
70% to 98%

Increase in trained
Community Health
Workers 
(from 204 to 397)

x 2,5 increase in
population coverage 
(from 60 000)
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remote village in western Kenya in 2007. As
their parents passed away due to AIDS,
their neighbours helped them so that they
could study in the United States. Committed
to paying back to their community, they
worked with their neighbours to start the first
health centre in their village. Later, the
Community Health Worker programme was
initiated, with the aim to reach every mother
and child.

Lwala was founded by two
Kenyan brothers, Milton and
Fred Ochieng, in their 

95 %



ENSURE INCLUSIVE AND
EQUITABLE QUALITY

EDUCATION

Social Initiative focuses on secondary
education in East Africa
Many of our social entrepreneur partners work
in education, contributing to the development
and wellbeing of both the individual and society
at large. Out of the 16 social entrepreneurs
primarily focusing on SDG 4, seven are operating
in East Africa.

Only 4 out of 10 continue to secondary
school
While primary school enrolment has increased in
Sub-Saharan Africa, only ca 4 out of 10 children
continue to secondary school, and less than half
graduate.⁴ According to UNICEF, this is mainly
due to high levels of poverty which makes it
difficult for families to cover costs of tuition,
school materials and uniforms. For girls, early
pregnancies, child marriages and sexual violence
are additional reasons for dropping out of
school.

16 social entrepreneurs directly
address SDG 4

WISER Girls
Starehe Girls’ Centre  
Daraja Academy
Kakenya’s Dream 

Empowered with education, leadership
and life skills
Social Initiative supports four organisations in
Kenya providing secondary education for girls
from poor backgrounds: 

All organisations run boarding schools, which
are free of charge for the students. In addition
to enabling the girls to stay in school and excel,
the schools empower them with life skills and
psychosocial support, and prepare them for
tertiary education.

 Girls attended secondary
school.

 
 

 
Girls completed secondary
school (compared to 45% in

Kenya).
 

 
 
 

Girls continued to tertiary
education⁵

(compared to 10% in Kenya).
 

1 656

IN KENYA
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Social Initiative and our partners
have contributed to: 

98 %

96 %

⁴ UNESCO (2021)
⁵ University, college, vocational education. 

https://starehegirlscentre.co.ke/
https://www.kakenyasdream.org/
https://www.kakenyasdream.org/


Door Step School maintained learning
against all odds 
Door Step School (DSS) runs pre-schools, after-
school study classes and computer centres for 
20 000 children in the slum communities of
Mumbai in India.

A team effort 
When schools in India were forced to close in
March 2020, DSS acted quickly and creatively
to maintain education among the children.
During the lockdown, they organised online
classes on Zoom and through WhatsApp. 

Some children did not have access to a family
mobile phone. Thanks to the funding and
advice from one of our corporate partners,
DSS was able to purchase tablets for these
children. Once the strict lockdown rules
loosened, DSS teachers held classes in the
streets of the slum areas.

Ensured access to physical education and 
e-learning
While all schools in Mumbai had been closed
for two years, DSS was able to keep its
classrooms open in slum communities as they
are a non-governmental organisation and not
a school. Thanks to the tablets, DSS was able to
ensure social distancing while maintaining
learning. 

For DSS it was absolutely key to make sure our
kids continued learning. We quickly went online
and because all children did not have access to
mobile devices, the tablets provided by our
partners really helped.

Bina Lashkari, Social Entrepreneur,
Door Step School

3 months into the
pandemic, 69% of
Door Step School
children studied daily
with DSS at home.

17 months into the
pandemic, only 24%
of children in urban
slums in India
studied online
regularly.⁶
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RESPONDING RAPIDLY TO
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

⁶ Road Scholarz (2021)

The Covid-19 pandemic had major
consequences on education across the world.
According to the UN, the Covid-19 pandemic
deepened a global learning crisis and 24 million
learners may never return to school. India and
Uganda were among the most affected
countries, where schools were closed for two
years. 

According to McKinsey, the estimated learning
delay for children in India is 12-14 months. The
Indian government developed online tools and
platforms for e-learning during the pandemic.
However, according to UNESCO, only 15% of
children were able to access them. 

Thanks to their entrepreneurial spirit,
committed funders and good rapport with the
community, Door Step School in India was able
to rapidly develop effective tools to maintain
learning during the Covid-19 pandemic.



x2

Gender inequality persists in India 
India ranks 122nd on the gender inequality index
out of 191 countries. 19% of women in India are
employed, as opposed to 70% of men.⁷ In this
context VOICE 4 Girls works to enable
marginalised adolescent girls to take charge of
their futures and break harmful cycles of
economic, social, and gender inequalities in their
communities.

VOICE 4 Girls, India
Knowledge and courage for increased
equality 
VOICE 4 Girls (V4G) conducts activity-based camps
for girls from poor rural areas studying in grades
7-9 in public boarding schools.

Camps are engaging, safe, and inclusive spaces
where girls learn about menstrual health, rights,
safety from violence, gender and sexuality,
consequences of early marriage and
pregnancy and mental health. Girls attend three
10-day camps which are conducted by college
students who are recruited and trained by V4G
and become role models for the girls.

Engaging boys for a more gender equal
society 
VOICE 4 Girls realised that it was not enough to
work only with girls. Thanks to the support of our
philanthropic partner, the organisation was able to
develop and pilot a new programme for
adolescent boys. The Boys 4 Change programme
now hosts camps where boys are empowered as
gender ambassadors to help build a more gender-
equal society.

4 750 girls and 2 200 boys
attended camps.

ACHIEVE GENDER EQUALITY
AND EMPOWER ALL WOMEN

AND GIRLS

2 social entrepreneurs directly
address SDG 5

More than 50% of the girls
changed their views on
menstruation (from seeing
them as impure to normal).

Since 2017, Social Initiative and its
partner has contributed to:

Girls know what to do in case
of sexual abuse 
(35% before camps vs 65%
after camps).

⁷ UNDP Gender Inequality Index 2021 Social Initiative Impact Report 15

Social entrepreneur Anusha
Bharadwaj, grew up with
supportive parents, but still felt 

the burden from an early age of society’s
expectations of her as a girl and woman in
India. Anusha is passionate about giving
girls the possibility to shape their own future.
She holds degrees in Rural Management
from Institute of Rural Management (Anand)
and Sociology from Annamalai University.
Before starting VOICE 4 Girls in 2014, she
spent more than 10 years in development
work in rural India.



Solar Sister, Tanzania
Female entrepreneurs spread clean energy
solutions 
Through a network of female entrepreneurs, Solar
Sister spreads clean energy solutions such as solar
lamps and energy efficient cooking stoves in off-
grid communities in Tanzania. They recruit, train
and support women entrepreneurs to build
businesses and bring clean energy to their
communities. As the women entrepreneurs sell
the energy-efficient solutions in the villages, they
reduce families’ expenditure on kerosene,
improve safety and health and enable children to
do their homework after dark. In addition,
substantial amounts of carbon dioxide emissions
are avoided. 

Women gain independence 
The income women generate from the sales
creates the opportunity for them to invest in
better education for their children, more
nutritious food and better health for their families.
Many also use the extra income as start-up capital
for other businesses. 

Together with corporate and philanthropic
partners Social Initiative has been supported the
scaling up of Solar Sister in Tanzania since 2015.

ENSURE ACCESS TO
AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE,

SUSTAINABLE AND MODERN
ENERGY

2 social entrepreneurs directly
address SDG 13

Lack of energy access in rural Tanzania
In Tanzania, 8 out of 10 people in rural areas
lack access to electricity.⁸ When night comes,
homes are often lit with simple kerosene lamps
which emit CO₂, cause respiratory diseases and
give no more light than a simple cigarette
lighter.

Since 2015, the support from Social
Initiative and its partners has
contributed to:

970 solar sister
entrepreneurs recruited
and trained.

> 830 000 electricity
deprived people impacted.

230 000 tonnes of reduced
CO₂ emissions 
(equivalent to the annual
emission of 29 000
individuals in Sweden⁹). 

Solar Sister was started by the
social entrepreneur Katherine
Lucey in 2010. Katherine has 

previously worked on large-scale energy
projects for the banking sector. While
volunteering in Uganda she saw the power
of energy and solar on low income
households and the impact this had on the
families. She decided to use her experience
to strengthen the role of women through
entrepreneurship and clean energy, and
thus reduce carbon dioxide emissions and
spread energy efficient solutions in
underserved, rural communities.

Social Initiative Impact Report 16⁸ World Bank (2020)
⁹ World Bank (2021)



Whether you are a
company, a philanthropist

or a foundation and you
would like to support local

and innovative social
entrepreneurship, feel free
to get in touch with Social

Initiative.
 

We are always looking for
new partners with whom

we can make a bigger
impact.

THE FUTURE IS NOW
Social Initiative and our partners have worked
tirelessly for the past 20 years to reduce
poverty and improve health, education,
gender equality and climate. There was
strong progress up until 2019, when
projections for global extreme poverty
started to rise, alongside a deepening of the
learning and climate crisis. Therefore, the
need for further efforts has escalated.

On the positive side, we have witnessed an
increased appetite for building and investing
in partnerships for advancing the sustainable
development goals. 

There are many social entrepreneurs with
innovative solutions that need support to
scale-up and impact many more people. We
invite you to join Social Initiative in the quest
for a sustainable world.
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TOGETHER WE DRIVE CHANGE

India
Akanksha
Butterflies
Door Step School
ECF
Muktangan
Pratham
Solar Sahelis 
Stree Mukti Sanghatana
VOICE 4 Girls 

Kenya
Daraja Academy
Kakenya's Dream 
Lwala Community Alliance
MYSA
Starehe Girls' Centre 
WISER Girls  

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR PARTNERS

Academic Work
Allba
ASKER
Balticgruppen
BCG
Björn Borg
Carnegie 
Com Hem
Combitech

CORPORATE & PHILANTHROPIC PARTNERS

EQT
Fagerhult
Fort Knox 
Granit
HH&P
Ica Stiftelsen
Impilo
Kraft
King

BRIS
Internetresan
Labbet
Ny Gemenskap
Tjejzonen
08 Human Rights

Tanzania
Solar Sister

Uganda
FAWEU
MANeSCALE
Tijhaar Community School Nkondo
URDT
Wezesha Impact 
WITU

Latvia
Riga City Mission
Dardedze
Latvian Business Women
Association 

Lithuania
Children Support Centre
KRAMSE
Junior Achievement 
Missing Persons' Families
Support Centre
Youth Psychological Aid
Center

Sweden
Barncancerfonden

KPMG
Latour
Linklaters
Natur & Kultur
Stockholm School
of Economics 
Nordic Capital 
PwC
Twilfit
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Educate Girls I
Educate Girls II 
Individual philanthropists




